Miracles Behind the Scenes
Directors Comments
One of the most enjoyable and humbling experiences in making Inspirational and heartfelt films
is getting to hear and see those amazing miracles behind the scenes play out first hand.
That is absolutely what drives my passion, which is how God created me. Basically if I’m moved
and inspired I believe others will be too, even if inspirational family feel good films aren’t your
thing. I believe everyone has a special place in the heart which can be moved.
So with that being said, I would love to share the amazing testimonies of the miracles behind the
Spirit of Love, the Mike Glenn story movie.
These are stories which I know to be true. So here Goes……
We were 2 days away from filming and we needed an old school bus and an old 50’s car.
As we were driving around chasing actual small school busses and meeting with people
and leaving messages for those who weren’t responding. I stopped at a local mall to pick
up a gift for someone when I noticed what I thought to be a farmers market in the
parking lot. So my friend who was with me and I approached the area only to discover
not only one 1950’s car but over 100 different models of 1950’s cars. God didn’t only
provide me with one car but he provided a 100 cars to choose from. I got out of the car
small stipend which had previously been provided by an old friend. At the time that the
money came in I really had no idea how I would use it
.

As I drove off in amazement I said thank you God that was amazing. But what do I do
about the old bus. I know some would say how do you dare ask God that question right
after you just received a gift. Yet I believe God provides miracles in many ways and in
different ways for each of us. I specifically heard keep driving. So I did. My friend asked
where we were going and I told her that I didn’t know. I told her I felt as if I should just
keep driving. After I had driven a few miles I discovered a large old bus sitting in the
parking lot of a local Methodist church. I immediately pulled over and walked in and
explained that we were making this Faith based family film and needed a bus. Not only
did they give us the bus for free, they provided an amazing licensed and certified bus
driver who we turned into an actor, and plays our bus driver in the movie. I will share
more of these stories later relating to production, but for now I want to share miracle
stories about the cast.
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Most importantly I want people to know about these tremendously talented, gifted, and
incredible teens. Many started life out behind the eight ball.
They may have started out drug addicted, abandoned, abused, left to die, or even worse.
Many parents were told if they survived birth they wouldn’t or couldn’t contribute to
society, but I’m here to tell you they have and continue to do so every day in many
ways. In my eyes they are true unsung heroes. The more I shared what I felt God’s
purpose was for the film and how all of these incredible stories were coming out
after filming was complete and the film is ready to be distributed I felt I should
these stories as encouragement for others in “I Heard a Miracle”

“I Heard a MIRACLE”
Chapter 1
The reason why I finally decided to take the plunge and jump both feet into this project is
simple. My wonderful nephew Hunter is hard of hearing and had just told me that he had
new hearing aids that were the best ever. As boys do he compared them to a very
expensive fast and sleek Italian sports car.
Hunter and his Mom Krista are a great inspiration to me daily. When I see how far they
have come and what he has accomplished and has overcome since his birth I stand in
awe. Many times I find myself speechless from shear emotion and tears. Hunter was born
with many medical issues and difficulties and we were told he would never speak, walk,
etc. yet he does very well, and is extremely intelligent. He has had numerous surgeries
and has more doctors appointments than you can imagine, yet he takes it all in stride.
Last year he played basketball in the championships for his 8th grade team. When he told
me that it was the first time he ever felt accepted, I knew why I had to tell this story.
It reminded me of my own experiences as an athlete and coach.
Hunter is now a freshman and the only freshman on his high school golf team. Not to
mention he is kind and loving and the best big brother, son, grandson, nephew, and
friend anyone could ask for, and now he is acting and playing basketball on screen in a
movie.
He is our family’s inspiration and true miracle.
(full ebook available soon)

